SUCCESS STORIES:
GEARBOX GROWS PRODUCTION WITH KEYWORDS
ART SERVICES OUTSOURCE MANAGEMENT
ARTISTIC CO-DEV PARTNERSHIP DELIVERS EFFICIENT,
SCALABLE SOLUTION
After previewing an early version of Borderlands at E3 in
2008, Gearbox Software, developer of AAA titles including
Half-Life and Brothers in Arms, made a daring decision.
Suspecting their new game could get lost in a sea of other
titles with similarly gritty aesthetics, they decided to change its
art style, pivoting to a more colourful, hand-inked illustrative
look.
In order to achieve this aesthetic by the game’s Q3 2009
release date, Gearbox had to overhaul all visual elements in
less than a year. To help accomplish that task, they recruited
Liquid Development, a Keywords Art Services studio.
Already involved in production for the first iteration of
Borderlands, Liquid Development was now engaged to
convert significant numbers of existing props to the new
specifications, as well as create new ones.
That production support, marked by Liquid Development’s
ability to offer cost-effective and efficient service while
remaining flexible to assimilate Gearbox’s creative
innovations, marked the beginning of a successful on-going
relationship that has grown stronger over time.

OVERVIEW
Client Profile
Gearbox Software.

Industry
Video games.

Geographic Location
North America.

Business Challenge
Turning out large volumes of work for
the hugely acclaimed Borderlands AAA
franchise with a specific creative and
technical pipeline.

Solution
By leveraging its relationships with
Keywords Art Services studios in
Asia, Liquid Development created a
trustworthy, scalable, cost-effective
outsource management infrastructure
that allowed Gearbox to hit their
release deadlines.

Result
With the help of Keywords Art Services,
Gearbox has released four critically
acclaimed, successful Borderlands
games, including DLC and special
editions, all full of the variety for which
the franchise is known and loved.
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How we work: Cross-studio collaboration
As trust grew between the companies, both the volume and complexity of work increased. Following the success
of Borderlands, Gearbox tasked Liquid Development with building weapons for the unique customization system
created for Borderlands 2, as well as a broad mix of additional character, animation and weapon chest work.
Gearbox continued ramping up assignments until volume required Liquid Development to also leverage the
larger art teams of its Keywords sister studios in Asia.
At the same time, Gearbox was straining to manage and direct a large number of other external studios while
also maintaining a high quality bar for the quantity of assets being produced. Art direction support was needed.
In May of 2018, Keywords Art Services presented a scalability solution: by serving as an art direction and
management hub, Liquid Development could enable Gearbox to proceed with the confidence of knowing they
had a single, trusted point of communication on both the production and business sides.

The Keywords Studios Solution
This arrangement offered value Gearbox was unable to find elsewhere. By collaborating with Keywords Art
Services studios in Asia including Mindwalk and Lakshya Digital, Liquid was able to quickly scale its level of
service, significantly increasing volume while lowering cost and reducing the number of internal art directors that
Gearbox needed to support the work.
This collaboration also allowed Gearbox to refine its internal systems. By bringing Liquid’s highly specialised,
experienced professional artists and managers “into their house,” Gearbox acquired new methods that improved
overall production.
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Outsource management evolves into visual co-development
In Q4 2018, Liquid Development stepped into an exclusively managerial role in Borderlands production, handing
off both prop production and animation to Mindwalk and Lakshya. In addition to providing content, Liquid could
now act as a development partner, connected directly to Gearbox’s Perforce and able to take assets through the
complete creation and integration pipeline.
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Result
By leveraging its existing relationship with Liquid Development, Gearbox relieved itself of managing vendors
in different cultures and time zones thanks to a near-shore, time-centric point of contact studio. Utilising the
specialisation of multiple Keywords studios to provide scalable development allowed Gearbox to focus on what
they do best – telling great stories to global audiences.

Are you ready to achieve your goals with Keywords Art Services?
Enter your details on our website to get a proposal.
ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS
Keywords Studios is a leading technical and creative services provider for global video games and
beyond. With locations in Asia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a breadth and depth
in multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality QA,
Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms, in more than 50
different languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for its clients across the globe.
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